
Interblock: Revolutionizing the Gaming Industry 
 
Interblock stands proudly as the world’s leading developer and supplier of luxury electronic table gaming 
products. With three decades of innovation and craftsmanship, we've distinguished ourselves as the go-
to provider of superior gaming experiences. Furthermore, our technical support, recognized for its 
excellence, augments our offerings, ensuring a seamless customer journey. 
 
Globally recognized and applauded, Interblock's reputation shines in the form of prestigious accolades. 
We were honored as the Top Electronic Table Game (ETG) Supplier by The EKG Slot Awards. Our Universal 
Cabinet line secured the Best Table Game Innovation title from the GGB Gaming & Technology Awards 
2023. The European Casino Awards 2023 named our Bonus Wheel Roulette as the Best Electronic Table 
Gaming Product. We were recognized as the Best Electronic Table Gaming Product Solution at the Asia 
Gaming Awards and our Smart Pit was celebrated as the Table Game of the Year at the Global Gaming 
Awards Asia Pacific 2023. Each of these accolades attests to our unwavering commitment to quality and 
invention. 
 
Casino operators worldwide entrust their electronic table gaming needs to Interblock. Our multi-player 
devices redefine industry standards, providing unparalleled performance matched with cutting-edge 
features. We strive to design immersive, interactive experiences for gaming enthusiasts, creating an 
engaging environment where technology meets entertainment. Our commitment to crafting deluxe 
experiences is evident in every game we develop and every service we deliver. 
 
Interblock's reach extends to over 250 jurisdictions worldwide, making our brand synonymous with elite 
gaming solutions and meticulous technical support. We take pride in our curated collection of electronic 
gaming tables. These not only deliver unmatched performance but also shape unforgettable gaming 
experiences for players. It's our mission to ensure every player gets an unrivaled gaming experience, 
underlined by our commitment to technological excellence and superior service. 
 
With a robust legacy fortified by thirty years of inventive prowess and an unwavering pursuit of perfection, 
Interblock's offerings radiate sophistication. Revered worldwide for our unique style and unmatched 
quality, our team's commitment to surpassing industry standards shines brightly. From our product design 
to our customer service, we continuously strive for excellence, making Interblock a trendsetter in the 
global gaming sphere. 
 
Website | www.interblockgaming.com 
LinkedIn & Instagram | @interblockgaming 
Facebook & Twitter | @interblocknews 
Media Inquiries | press@interblockgaming.com 

http://www.interblockgaming.com/

